You're sitting in your "seismatic body relaxer ," plugged into your "simstim deck machine " watching Murphy Brown . She's pregnant again. Instantly you feel her labor pains pulse through your body. Could this be television and you bonding in the twenty-first century?
Technology 's rapid growth has brought about many unforeseen changes in contemporary life and culture , once only imagined in science fiction. This exhibition focuses on the body and its transformation by technology. Once conceived as the center of human experience and identity-the final frontier of Western individualism-the body and its borders are no longer fixed, but volatile.
The Final Frontier is organized by Assistant Curator Alice
Yang in collaboration with two professionals outside of the field of visual arts : Lisa Cartwright , a scholar of media and technology and Celeste Olalquiaga, a critic of mass media and popular culture .
Our bodies are being infiltrated , fragmented , even rendered invisible by recent technologies of science, industry, and war . A recent New York Times editorial , for example , argued that President Clinton 's call for "development in biotechnology , robotics , artificial intelligence, and digital imaging" to help boost the economy would displace millions of workers . But May 7, 1993 -August 15, 1993 Carpet Angel, a multimedia installation by Jamaican-born , New York based artist Nari Ward , will be presented in the Museum 's New Work Gallery from May 7 through August 15 , 1993. Ward ' s installation, made from urban waste materials , consists of a carpet runner , carpet remnants , plastic bags , plastic bottles , and furniture springs . These commonplace materials, selected and reconfigured by the artist , evoke the urban environment , its inhabitants , and their histories . Ward allows viewers to make a direct connection to the work through the use of everyday materials which carry distinct references for each viewer .
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Carpet Angel, the first major museum exhibition for Ward , employs materials with the dedicated spirit and handiwork familiar to folk art. This reapplication of discarded refuse also recalls the Jamaican tradition of creating makeshift objects from "found " materials as an alternative to unavailable basic commodities . Ward uses these crude materials to paradoxically embody the presence of the spiritual . Transcending the debasement of waste materials , Ward creates a space for personal reflection .
KAZUMI TANAKA
WorkSpace May 7, 1993 -Augu st 15, 1993 The sculptural works of artist Kazumi Tanaka will be presented in the Museum 's WorkSpace gallery from May 7 through August 15, 1993 . In her sculpture , Tanaka explores personal memories of Japan while also reflecting on the cultural differences and complexities of living in the Western world . With meticulous craftsmanship , Tanaka combines fragile materials such as wood , paper, and bamboo to create small , intimate works that address her personal , cross-cultural experiences.
Tanaka's slow and intricate process of fabrication is significant in terms of her stories. Her working process is akin to keeping a journal or diary, filled with thoughts of everyday dreams and activities . Tanaka 's craftsmanship is a vehicle for poetic ruminations that reflect the artist's memory. Her stories are autobiographical and profoundly simple . From differences in eating habits to the sound of the rain , Tanaka's sculptures tell humble anecdotes that connect two cultures through one person . 
THE CURRICULUM RESOURCE GUIDE
The New Museum's $275 ,000 challenge grant from the NEA helped to expand its High School Arts Program to ten New York City public high schools this year . The grant will also help to fund next year 's publication and national distribution of a multicultural , interdisciplinary resource guide for educators, the first of its kind in the country to incorporate contemporary art into high school public education .
The project includes a curriculum resource guide with texts and essays , a slide set of artists ' and collaboratives ' works , and a companion publication for students and general audiences. The following are excerpts from the contributors ' and artists ' statements sections :
Adelaide Sanford, Member at Large, New York State Board of Regents "In the last three weeks I have been to three high schools in New York City. Two of the three would be considered "trouble schools " including one where a student had recently been shot In those two schools there was absolutely no evidence of an art experience; not in the offices , not on the bulletin boards, not in the display cases. The physical environments were devoid of any kind of artistic symbolism that would be enhancing , that would be revelatory , that would be healing ; devoid of any kind of materials that students could use to express some of the disconnectedness or some of the rage or some of the frustration or alienation that they are feeling , so that the weapons would not be necessary . And I felt that the absence of the refining , humanizing experience that art is-both as a discipline in which children can be expressive of the world as they see it, and also as a mechanism for teachers and other members of the staff to understand what is happening in the life of that child-was very much tied in with the self-destructive behavior that I saw in the children.
Why do young people come to school anyway? What is it that we are trying to see as the end result of the education process? Unfortunately, our society has settled on preparing our children for the world of work in the year 2000 . That is commonly accepted as the goal of education . And that 's terrible , because just preparing people to fill the employment need in a mechanistic world is so below the level of what we should be doing.
We should be educating young people as whole human beings who value themselves and their world and other people, and approach that world and its people with the desire to understand them. The end result of education should be a person who values the environment and looks at the pieces of the world not as separate, but as being together . We don 't talk about education like that , and therefore we are just not getting there at all.
There are many children saying , "Well , if it's the world of work that you 're preparing me for , how am I going to match that up with the fact the I can't get a job now?" Employment is one of the things that students talk about most of all. They say , "We want a job. " At the same time the media is saying that these people don't want to work ; that's the problem , they don 't want to work. So young people see the world very differently from the way the world sees them. They say very clearly, "We don 't have any way of telling you how we really are . The way you say we are is not the way we are." But no one hears that That is very painful to me, because I think that when we continue not to hear these young people who are very bright, very capable , have so much manual facilities-then they do become self-destructive, they become violent Why are children presenting themselves to the world that way? We don 't ask the question "why"? We don 't give the children the opportunity to tell us in many different ways. Art is one of the ways that people tell us how they view the world , and a very important way . It is not a way that should only be available to the talented few ". - According to some official documents I was born in Arkansas (in 1940) , but that state is a recent invention . The "united states" were all invented against American Indians , and as a Cherokee I was born in Cherokee territory under the aggressive political act called "Arkansas. "
In a long war that still continues , hundreds of thousands of brave Cherokees defended our people and died so that my generation would live and continue the defense. Would it, then , be "patriotic " for me to say that I am an "American ," of the "minority' as on reservations . It is a kind of duty to be free , intellectually and in any other way, to break totally out of the isolation in which we are kept.
It is probably that idea that makes me do the kind of art I do. As a little kid I made toys and objects for myself, and used them to make my own pretend world because the world I lived in was not always a good place. Because I showed a kind of talent for making things I was later trained to make things we used in ceremonies and also things to sell to tourists. So on the one hand I was participating in important parts of our culture and on the other hand I was participating in our degradation. But in both cases I learned that it is necessary to connect one's personal world with the public world. There is a concept in Cherokee that might be translated, "It is necessary to speak well and to listen well in the council of the world." I cannot sit in my studio, in my private world, and think up good art ideas , make them , and shove them down the world 's face ; I must make my art socially, for common use and the common good. But if I do not speak well, if I am not serious about myself, I cannot make anything useful to society. It also seems necessary to me, for the same reasons, to try to combine the art world-the galleries, museums, and art magazines-with the rest of the world. Art has real functions in human life. We know things and we know in ways through art that we cannot know through what we call language. If we could say art or write art we would not make art.
For complex reasons , modern political systems have told us that art either has no function or that its function is to support a political system. I think of art as a combination of sensual and intellectual investigations in reality . The fact that governments want to control art is certainly part of the reality that art must investigate . The fact that a foreign government (the United States) wants to control me as a Cherokee is a part of the reality that my art must investigate. Yet I do not wish to become like those governments. I want my work to give energy and encouragement to any fellow human who might encounter it. The "public " has its own responsibility , too . Normally, people do not try to read a serious novel the same way they might read a comic book; we take time and care, and we do our own investigations. Why would anyone approach art differently? Language is a set of skills we know we must continue to develop simply because it is delightful to speak with more people. The vocabularies of art bring us the same delight. Cross Talk is a two-day symposium on the entangled questions of race , gender, and sexuality, organized by Ella Habiba Shohat in collaboration with The New Museum 's Education Department. Cross Talk brings together a wide range of feminist activists, cultural critics, artists, and curators who have energetically fought against racism and sexism in cultural institutions, educational programs, medical practices, and in the legal system. Many of the speakers have played key roles in forming alternative institutions, and in formulating strategies of resistance.Rather than generate a rotating chain of "third world" feminists each speaking in turn about a particular community, the symposium will try to tear down the walls that separate activists by focusing on theoretical and practical models that have difference at their center. Cross Talk will address the possibility of alliances and coalitions , as well as the complexities inherent in forming them. This gathering makes no claim to represent all communities or to cover all issues. However, it does aspire to address how a framework can be established for feminisms across cultural and community boundaries, a framework that neither erases cultural and political differences nor recreates restrictive understandings of them.
